
WOOL 91.5 ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST 2019 3rd QUARTER

WOOL FM 91.5 began broadcast on March 9, 2014, implementing a Class A noncommercial 
educational license.

DATE PROGRAM NAME START TIME DURATION TOPIC

7/8/19 Border Radio 8:18pm 15 minutes School Merger
Border Pete announced the merged school district 3 town meeting on July 15th, for new 
merged school budget vote.  Outlines issues of forced mergers- Act 46 for the 3 towns of
Athens, Grafton, and Westminster, where it is at now and an update of the lawsuit 
against the mergers- now being heard by the VT Supreme Court.

7/14/19 HooDoo’s Stew 7:00pm           10 minutes School Budget Vote
Josh Goldstein discussed upcoming school district budget vote and Act 46

7/24/18 Special Broadcast 10:00am 14 hours Homelessness
Ozzybob presented special broadcast for the 21st annual Homelessness Marathon, hosted
by WMBR radio from MIT.  The broadcast covered homelessness from a multi-pronged 
viewpoint.  Topics included the economy, incarceration, students, eviction and 
foreclosure, sexual identity, psychology, politics, global warming and more.

7/26/19 A Fresh Perspective 12:50pm        10 minutes Homelessness
Ozzybob presented the one thing to help fix all versions of homelessness, its causes and 
circumstantial results- an emphatic, non-judgmental presence in the room.  
Homelessness comes in many forms and conditions.  To give hope to the homeless, we 
(the ones helping) must set aside how we feel, to be non-judgmental, in our presence.  
Empathy is already in the room.  It comes with the desire to help.  A non-judgmental, 
empathetic presence is where all solutions live.

7/29/19  Bringing Back That Smile  7:41am1 minute  Substance abuse and mental health
John McCann introduced SAMHSA National Helpline (1-800-662-HELP [4357]).  
SAMHSA National Helpline is a free, confidential. 24/7, 365 days-a-year treatment 
referral and information service (English and Spanish) for individuals and families 
facing mental and/or substance use disorders.

7/29/19 Bringing Back That Smile 5:37pm 1 minute Suicide Prevention
John McCann discussed the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline, 1-800-299-4889.  
They can help prevent suicide.  The lifeline provides 24/7, free and confidential support 
for people in distress, prevention, and crisis resources for you, or your loved ones, and 
best practices for professionals.



8/2/19 A Fresh Perspective 12:35pm 15 minutes Socialized Civilization
Ozzybob discussed how the language we use on ourselves is most important.  If it’s 
negative then this language becomes the materials used to create a cage within 
ourselves.  When depression and despair is all one feels, the cage is complete.  One steps
inside, locks the door from within and hangs the key by the door.  Only the addicted can 
open the door of the cage constructed within themselves.

8/2/19 A Fresh Perspective 1:20pm 10 minutes Socialized Civilization
Ozzybob covered street safety and addiction, and what to do when drug paraphernalia is 
seen on the street, such as used needles.  Don’t touch them, call the police department 
and they will send an officer out to clean it up safely.  Do not clean it up yourself.  If we 
are not a socialized society, why do we have public paid fire departments, police 
departments, and social services?  Government, even politics are socially paid for.  
These are all kinds of socialization, and it’s not bad.

8/9/19 A Fresh Perspective 12:20pm 20 minutes Thoughts & Emotions
Ozzybob presents ideas.  I feel, therefore I think and emote.  It’s a description of being 
alive.  Actions come from this place.  How do I feel is where it begins.  Most of us start 
with thought, or worse yet, emotion.  Thought may get us what we want.  Emotion 
changes the scene in a random sense, but feelings fine tune both thought and emotion 
into a precision tool for social behavior.  I feel fear, yet I get hope from those around me.
Thank you for giving me hope.

8/14/19 Country Lunch 1:00pm 5 minutes CNN debate introductions
RF presented candidate introduction, giving listeners insight into who the candidates are 
and the issues they represent.

8/30/19 A Fresh Perspective 12:30pm 8 minutes Addiction
Ozzybob talks about the nature of addiction and the how path of substance abuse is a 
feeling of hopelessness for a path to a positive future.  How the addicted are victims of a
social plague of unnecessary drugs.  And empathetic and non-judgmental presence in the
room is what will help.

9/16/19 A Fresh Perspective 12:00pm 10 minutes Food Drive
Ozzybob discusses the Overflow The Opera House Food Drive.  It was an amazing 
success bringing in 31  pounds of food and personal care items and $246 in cash.  
Thanks to the community and all involved.  We helped feed our neighbors.

9/20/19 A Fresh Perspective 12:00pm 5 minutes   National Recovery Month
Ozzybob explained National Recovery Month and highlighted events taking place taking
place around Bellows Falls in September.



9/20/19 A Fresh Perspective 1:15pm     10 minutes   National Recovery Month
Ozzybob talked about the position of being addicted to a substance that controls one’s 
life choices.  The loss of hope for the future, of not belonging.  Substance comes as a 
balm to ease the pain, but becomes the true cause.  Asking for help is strength, not 
weakness.  Be strong.  The true victims are the addicted, we are observers suffering the 
side effects, brought on by the choices made by the substance.

9/23/19 Border Radio 8:15pm 5 minutes Hunger Free Vermont
Border Pete and Andrew B discussed the public comment period regarding $7.5 million 
in proposed cuts to federal funds for the Vermont Food Bank.  The public comment 
period is ending.  Make public comment at hungerfreevt.org to keep funding for food 
programs to the poor and needy whole.

9/23/19 Border Radio 8:30pm 5 minutes CT River Cleanup
Andrew B informed listeners that the weekend of September 27-28 is put aside for 
Connecticut River cleanup.  People can sign up to help through Clairmont Conservation 
Commission at Clairmont Visitor Center in Dummerston thru SE Vermont Watershed 
Alliance at covered bridge on rte 30, Ashuelot River at Ashuelot River Pond across from
CVS.

9/30/19 Border Radio 8:54pm 6 minutes Bridge Repair on Arch Bridge
Border Pete talks about the New Hampshire DOT holding informational meetings at the 
selectboard meeting in both Rockingham, VT and Walpole, NH concernign bridge repair
work on the Arch Bridge over the Connecticut River between the two towns and states.  
Work to take place during the 2020 construction season.  Bridge will be cut down to just 
2 lanes and is the only bridge left between the two towns.


